The main objective of this paper is to estimate the direct effect of risk management on firm value, investment, and capital structure decisions. Identifying such effects is empirically challenging because firms do not randomly select their hedging policies. To overcome those inference constraints, we examine the impact of risk management on firms' behavior using a financial innovation approach. More specifically, we test whether firm value, investment, and capital structure decisions change with the introduction of weather derivatives.
Weather derivatives are financial instruments whose payoffs are contingent on weather conditions. Changing weather conditions are a textbook example of a risk-exposure that is both significant and largely outside management's control (Stulz, 2003) . Yet, until recently formal markets for weather exposure did not exist. 5 Weather derivatives were introduced in 1997 to help firms manage such weather-related exposures.
To test whether completing the weather exposure market affected decision making, we focus on electric and gas utilities, some of the most weather-sensitive businesses in the economy.
Heating and cooling demand variation is tightly linked to changes in weather conditions.
Moreover, medium and long term weather predictions are difficult to make. 6 Not surprisingly, energy firms widely recognize the weather as an important risk factor. 7 Similarly, survey data indicates that nearly 70 percent of the end users of weather derivatives are energy firms.
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To identify the effect of weather derivatives, we rank utilities as a function of their pre-1997 weather exposure. Intuitively, while all firms potentially benefit from hedging, we expect that those firms whose cash flows have historically fluctuated with changing weather conditions will be prone to using weather derivatives after 1997, irrespective of their investment opportunities. Econometrically, we use pre-1997 weather exposure rankings as instrumental variables (IVs) for the use of weather derivatives in the post-1997 period. Furthermore, such variation is likely to isolate the insurance, as opposed to the speculative, demand for derivatives.
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To pursue our empirical tests, we use financial data from COMPUSTAT, weather information from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and handcollected information on the use of financial derivatives since 1997. Our sample includes information on 203 U.S. utilities. 5 See Roll (1984) , for a description of a market that pre-dates weather derivatives, and that closely tracks weather surprises in a single U.S. location. 6 Einstein's (1941) famous quote, "one need only think of the weather, in which case prediction even for a few days ahead is impossible," which refers to the complexity of meteorological events, illustrates the point. 7 Over 95 percent of our sample firms state that changing weather conditions are an important factor influencing their annual or quarterly results. 8 Weather Risk Management Association (2005) . 9 For evidence on speculation with derivatives, see for example, Géczy, Minton, and Schrand (2007) .
The key weather variables of interest in the energy sector are cooling, heating, and energy degree days (CDD, HDD, and EDD, respectively). CDD and HDD values track temperature deviations above and below 65°F, respectively. 10 CDD (HDD) values seek to capture cooling (heating) demand. EDD is the sum of CDD plus HDD, and proxies for total energy demand.
We begin our analysis by verifying that for our sample firms, moderate weather realizations significantly affect operating results. We find that mild relative to normal weather levels are correlated with significantly lower revenues and profits. Interestingly, when we divide our sample firms into equal-sized quartiles based on proxies for weather exposure, we uncover substantial heterogeneity in response to mild weather shocks. In particular, while most firms are unaffected by mild weather realizations, firms in the top weather-exposure quartiles exhibit dramatic declines in revenue.
The proxies for pre-1997 weather exposure that we use are based on (i) revenue volatility or (ii) weather-induced volatility. Weather-induced volatility is defined as the product of the sensitivity of revenue to changes in weather variables (CDD, HDD, and EDD) and its standard deviation. Using those weather exposure measures, we test for (a) the effect of weather risk on value, investment, and financing decisions in the absence of weather derivatives, and (b) the impact of weather derivatives on these outcome variables. We find four main results.
First, in the absence of weather derivatives, weather-exposed firms exhibit significantly lower valuations and pursue more conservative operating and financing policies than other firms.
Our estimates suggest a value gap for firms in the highest weather-exposure quartiles of around four percent. Also, we find that weather-exposed firms use less operating and financial leverage.
Specifically, they rarely use nuclear facilities to generate electricity; they rely less on debt financing and pay fewer dividends than other firms.
Second, we show that pre-1997 weather exposure is a strong predictor of weather derivative use after 1997. Firms in the top weather exposure quartile are two to three times more likely to use weather derivatives after 1997 than the least weather-exposed firms. In other words, we provide evidence that those firms that we would expect to use derivatives for hedging reasons are indeed more likely to rely on weather derivatives. 10 More specifically, a cooling degree day is given for each degree that the daily mean temperature exceeds 65°F; CDD is zero if the daily mean temperature is below 65°F. The reference value of 65°F is used because historically, when the outside temperature is equal to this value, cooling (electricity) demand is low. Demand increases as daily temperatures exceed 65°F. Similarly, a heating degree day is given for each degree that the daily mean temperature falls below 65°F; HDD is zero if the daily mean temperature is above 65°F. Demand for heating (natural gas) declines above 65°F and increases as daily temperatures fall below this value. Energy degree days are the sum of cooling degree days and heating degree days, and measure all deviation from 65°F to capture extreme hot and cold weather conditions. Third, we show that the introduction of weather derivatives led to a substantial increase in firm value. The impact of hedging on market-to-book ratios is economically large and statistically robust. While the IV estimates are at least 20 percent, we cannot reject that the causal effect of risk-management on market-to-book ratios is in the 5 to 10 percent level, as previously reported in the literature. We also assess if the reported results can be alternatively explained by global warming trends, deregulation, or the use of other risk management tools, such as interest rate or natural gas derivatives. Yet, after controlling for those effects, we find robust evidence that weather hedging led to higher market valuations.
Fourth, we find that hedging allows firms to increase investment and to use more aggressive financing policies. Such results are consistent with the idea that smooth cash flows allow firms to invest more, either by relaxing borrowing constraints or by allowing firms to pursue valuable investment projects in low cash flow states. Similarly, they provide evidence that left-tail cash flow realizations can limit debt capacity due to distress costs or other frictions.
Overall, our results demonstrate that risk management has a meaningful impact on valuation, investments, and financing decisions. Our estimates on the value of risk management, both based on cross-sectional and in time-series tests, are consistent with those reported by Allayannis and Weston (2001) . Our results on hedging and debt capacity are also in line with Smith and Stulz (1985) and Leland (1998) . Moreover, the investment effects reported are consistent with Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein (1993) .
Finally, our focus on financial innovation to identify the value of risk management is, to the best of our knowledge, new in corporate finance literature. 11 This approach is potentially promising for a number of reasons. First, it provides an arguably exogenous variation in the cost of hedging. Second, it tightens the link between specific risk exposures and hedging instruments, allowing researchers to understand which specific policies are affected by risk management.
Finally, the results provide a rough estimate of the value of financial innovation, which is an important and controversial topic in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the weather exposure of energy firms and the various operating and financial policies that can help them mitigate such risks. Section II presents our empirical strategy and predictions. Section III describes the data.
Section IV examines the impact of mild weather realizations on operating results. Section V examines the importance of weather risk exposure in the absence of weather derivatives. Section VI presents the main results of the paper. Section VII concludes.
11 Our approach is closest to Conrad (1989) , who examines the effect of the introduction of option contracts on the returns of the underlying securities. She, however, does not analyze a market-wide innovation, nor she examines the consequence of completing a market on capital structure decisions.
I. RISK MANAGEMENT AND ENERGY UTILITIES I. A. Weather Risk Management and Energy Utilities
According to the National Research Council (NCR), 25 percent of the U.S. gross domestic product is weather-and climate-sensitive (NCR, 2003) . In their report, the NCR identifies the energy industry as one of the most sensitive sectors in the economy.
Within the energy industry, electric and natural gas utilities are subject to substantial weather exposure. Heating and cooling demands are tightly linked to changes in weather conditions. 12 Furthermore, regulated utilities are often required to serve such changing demand at fixed prices. As a result, it is not surprising that weather events have been frequently reported to significantly affect the cash flows of energy firms. 13 In lieu of weather exposure, energy utilities face the dilemma of determining whether to engage in active risk management and if so, deciding which hedging tools are appropriate to mitigate their weather exposures.
Prior studies have stressed several rationales for risk management. Smith and Stulz (1985) and Leland (1998) emphasize the tax benefits from hedging. Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein (1993) show that risk management can alleviate investment distortions when external financing is costly. Adam, Dasgupta, and Titman (2007) demonstrate the value of hedging as a strategic tool in competitive settings. Stulz (1984) , in contrast, shows that risk-averse managers with substantial holdings in their own firm may prefer to hedge firm value.
In terms of tools, utilities can rely on a long array of hedging instruments. Several widely available tools, however, are effective at hedging price or cost risks, but not volumetric risk exposure (Brockett, Wang, and Yang, 2005) . Such concerns, limit the list of admissible risk management tools as variation in the weather is primarily a quantity risk exposure.
On the operational side, firms can, for example, diversify their weather exposure by investing in several geographic regions that differ in their weather patterns. While this approach is potentially attractive for hedging weather risks, it faces an important tradeoff. Economies of scale are usually achieved by expanding business activities in nearby communities, which by construction tend to exhibit similar weather conditions.
12 In this paper, we focus on non-catastrophic weather exposure that result from frequent but relatively low impact events, such as heat waves or extreme cold conditions, rather than on catastrophic but infrequent events. 13 Abnormally high (low) cooling degree days have, for example, been reported to boost (harm) the cash flows of the Florida Power and Light Group (Midwest Resources Inc). Source: The Palm Beach Post, July 16, 1998 (The Omaha World-Herald, November 3, 1992 . On the other end, high (low) heating degree days have been reported to strengthen (weaken) the cash-flows of Dominion Resources Inc. (Atmos Energy Corp). Source: Dow Jones News Service, April 15, 1994 (The Dallas Morning News, May 11, 1989 .
Utilities on the other hand, may participate simultaneously in the provision of electricity and natural gas services. Electricity sales tend to be positively correlated with warm temperatures, while natural gas sales tend to be negatively correlated with them, providing firms with a natural hedge. Such strategy, however, may be at least partially ineffective in settings where the negative correlation between electricity and natural gas sales is less than perfect. Other operating strategies include the use of flexible generation technologies or the ability to store or trade energy using for example, long-term contracts. There are, however, some barriers to such approaches. For example, electricity cannot be efficiently stored. Natural gas can be stored, but the weather related risk-shifting opportunities are limited by two important forces. First, transportation costs make natural gas a regional North American market. Second, even in the U.S., monopolistic and congested gas pipelines lead to a collection of imperfectly integrated regional markets (Energy Information Administration, 2002) Energy utilities may alternatively use their capital structure to manage their weather exposure. Firms that are significantly exposed to weather risks may limit their leverage or hold higher levels of cash to limit their earnings volatility and protect their valuable investments.
Lower leverage or higher cash holdings, however, may limit the firm's ability to capture the tax or the disciplining benefits of debt, leading to significant value effects.
Utilities may also use energy derivatives to manage their weather exposure. For example, energy derivatives allow firms to sell production forward, potentially alleviating the negative consequences of low energy demand. In the U.S., natural gas futures are widely used among utilities. These contracts, however, face an important drawback: they are not contingent on the weather, and as a result, provide only imperfect hedges against weather risks. Electricity derivatives are, in contrast, virtually nonexistent.
14 Energy utilities can alternatively hedge their climate risk using weather derivatives.
Weather derivatives are financial instruments whose payoffs are contingent on weather conditions. Given the interest of energy utilities in tracking energy demand, it is revealing that the Garman, Blanco, and Erickson (2000) .
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max 0, 65 and max 0, 65 . As an example, if the average temperature is 75°F, the corresponding CDD value for the day is 10. If a months' average daily temperature is consistently 75°F, the corresponding monthly CDD value is 300.
Weather derivatives specify five characteristics: (1) the underlying weather index, i.e. HDD, etc; (2) the period of time over which the index accumulates, i.e. month, season; (3) the weather station, which is typically located in a major city; (4) the dollar value of each tick size, i.e., the amount to be paid per unit of cooling or heating degree days; and (5) the strike price, which is indexed as the number of degree days in a period of time.
The first weather derivative transaction occurred in 1997. 17 Since then, weather derivatives have been traded over-the-counter (OTC) and starting in 1999, the CME has offered exchange-traded futures and options. The CME offers monthly and seasonal CDD and HDD contracts for 42 cities around the world. According to the exchange, weather derivatives are one of the fastest growing derivative sectors (CME, 2005) . The OTC market, in contrast, offers options and swap contracts that are tailored to the needs of individual firms (Considine, 2000) .
While weather derivatives are ideally suited to hedge weather risks, they also face important tradeoffs (Brockett, et. al., 2005) . Exchanged-based contracts are attractive because they entail lower transaction costs and counterparty default risks. Yet, hedging energy firms may be subject to basis risks, as the traded weather indexes may not perfectly track the firms' weather exposure. OTC derivatives, in contrast, minimize basis risk but lead to higher transaction costs and credit risk exposures.
I. B. Weather Derivatives: Example
We illustrate the type of contracts that energy firms can write in the presence of weather risks with the following example from KeySpan Corp's 2006 annual report:
"In 2006, we entered into heating-degree day put options to mitigate the effect of fluctuations from normal weather on KEDNE's financial position and cash flows for the 2006/2007 winter heating season -November 2006 through March 2007. These put options will pay KeySpan up to $37,500 per heating degree day when the actual temperature is below 4,159 heating degree days, or approximately 5 percent warmer than normal, based on the most recent 20-year average for normal weather. The maximum amount KeySpan will receive on these purchased put options is $15 million. The net premium cost for these options is $1.7 million and will be amortized over the heating season. Since weather was warmer than normal during the fourth quarter of 2006, KeySpan recorded a $9.1 million benefit to earnings associated with the weather derivative." KeySpan Corp, now National Grid, provides gas and electric services in the New York area. In this contract, the weather variable is HDD, the accumulation period is November 2006 to March 2007, the tick size is $37,000, and the settlement level is 4,159 (seasonal cumulative HDD). The realized HDD value for the year was 3,913, which gave the contract a payoff at maturity date of $9.1 million.
17 Houston Chronicle, November 7 th , 1997.
Following this example, the strategic use of weather derivatives allows energy firms to eliminate left tail events that are triggered by specific weather realizations. To the extent that negative cash flow events distort investment or financing decisions, hedging using weather derivatives can help firms overcome market frictions and potentially enhance firm value.
I. C. Quantity Risk and Informational Problems
As previously stressed, weather derivatives are unique in helping firms manage their weather related quantity risk exposure. Beyond utilities, quantity risk may, in some settings, be more relevant for a hedging program than managing price risk. However, a major practical barrier to insuring and therefore testing for the importance of volumetric risk insurance results from information asymmetries. Firms tend to buy insurance whenever they expect a low-quantity realization, leading to significant adverse selection problems. Similarly, insured firms may change their behavior, generating moral hazard concerns. Given that firms typically possess superior information with regard to quantity exposures, volumetric insurance contracts are rare.
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A clear advantage of weather-based insurance contracts is that information asymmetry concerns are a minor obstacle for their development. First, it is difficult to argue that a given energy utility has superior weather forecasting abilities relative to other market participants.
Likewise, the actions of energy firms are unlikely to affect weather realizations. As a result, weather derivatives provide a near ideal laboratory to test for the importance of quantity risk on firm outcomes.
In sum, electric and gas utilities with significant weather-related volumetric risk exposure can mitigate those risks using a long list of real and financial tools. Hedging weather exposure with weather derivatives is a relatively new practice that results from financial innovation in the late nineties. Interestingly, these derivatives are ideally designed to address the volumetric risk facing energy utilities. Furthermore, unlike other insurance products, weather derivatives face minor information asymmetry concerns. In the following sections, we empirically test whether the introduction of weather derivatives had a meaningful impact on firm outcomes.
II. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
In this section, we describe the empirical challenges faced when identifying the causal effect of derivatives, and explain our empirical strategy to overcome such inference problems.
18 Not surprisingly, cost-related contracts (based on interest rate, exchange rates, etc) are relatively more common than those based on volumetric risks. y . Yet, a large number of studies starting with Nance, Smith, and Smithson (1993) have, for example, reported a positive and robust link between firm size and the use of derivatives. Perhaps, more problematic is the correlation between derivative use and firms' risk or investment profile, which has been documented in the literature. For example, Haushalter (2000) and Geczy et al. (2006) show that firms with high leverage, low bond ratings and low dividend yields are more likely to hedge than otherwise similar firms. Similarly, Geczy et al. (1997) show that firms with better growth opportunities rely more on derivatives than other firms.
II. A. Empirical Challenges
Whenever hedging decisions are not random and the econometrician can only rely on imperfect controls, cross-sectional OLS or propensity score based estimates are subject to inference concerns. In consequence, finding that  is significantly different from zero may be alternatively explained by: (a) the direct effect of derivatives, (b) the fact that higher valued firms may hedge even if risk management does not affect outcomes (ex. due to fixed costs in hedging), (c) difficult to control for variables (ex. omitted) that drive, for example, both higher valuations and the use of derivatives, or (d) a combination of (a) to (c). In all cases other than (a), it is difficult to interpret  as a direct estimate of the effect of hedging on real or financial outcomes.
An alternative way to describe the identification challenges described above is that when hedging is not random, we implicitly require a rationale for why two otherwise identical firms would differ in their hedging decisions, even when risk management can meaningfully affect their businesses. Furthermore, we need such an argument to be unrelated to the firms' investment opportunities. Those assumptions, however, are difficult to meet in practice.
II. B. Identification Strategy
To identify the effect of derivatives on firm outcomes, an arguably exogenous source of variation in hedging decisions is required. In this paper, we focus on the effect of weather derivatives on utility firms and exploit variation in weather derivative use that results from both time-series and cross-sectional sources as explained below:
Time Series Variation
Because weather derivatives were introduced in 1997, they provide us with time-series variation in the use of derivatives. Such variation is attractive because it allows us to use withinfirm specifications to test for the effect of risk management on value. Formally, we can estimate:
where i  are firm-fixed effects. Given that (2) captures within-firm variation,  is no longer affected by time-invariant firm characteristics, even if omitted.  is, however, subject to timevarying omitted variable and endogeneity concerns. For example, firms with deteriorating business conditions may be inclined to hedge. To the extent that the econometrician cannot ascertain why it is that some firms decide to change their hedging strategies over time while others remain exposed to weather risk, the estimates of  remain difficult to interpret as causal.
Time Series -Cross Sectional Variation: Pre-1997 Weather Exposure ("Reduced Form") An alternative test for the effect of weather derivatives is to focus, not on actual or endogenous hedging decisions, but instead on those firms who from an ex-ante perspective might be expected to benefit from financial innovation. Weather derivatives are, in principle, beneficial for weather-exposed firms. Weather derivatives allow weather-sensitive firms to manage their weather exposure, leaving other, non-weather exposed firms unaffected.
In an ideal setting, the econometrician would anticipate which firms face future exposures to weather risks and would therefore use such information in her empirical tests. In the absence of such data, however, we can rely on a number of proxy variables that are based on historical exposure information. We then use such proxies in our empirical tests.
Formally, we estimate the following specification:  If weather derivatives benefit weather-exposed firms,  would be expected to be positive and significant. Note that to estimate (3), we do not require information on actual weather derivatives usage. Yet this formulation implicitly assumes that weatherexposed firms are more likely to use weather derivatives relative to their peers.
In terms of inference, there are two key identifying assumptions in (3). First, weather exposure predicts weather derivative usage. Second, other than through the effect of hedging, weather-exposed firms have similar investment opportunities as other businesses. If those assumptions are met,  is no longer subject to endogeneity or omitted variables concerns. In such a case,  captures the "reduced form" estimate of the effect of weather derivatives on outcomes.
Instrumental Variables
To obtain the causal effect of weather derivatives, we need to scale the magnitude of the reduced form coefficient by the variation in weather derivative use that is generated by the exante weather exposure variables. This two-stage least-squares (2SLS) procedure is, essentially, an instrumental variables (IV) estimation where the ex-ante weather exposure control acts as an instrument for weather derivative use. The first-state specification is:
.
From (4), we predict the use of weather derivatives using only information about this exante weather exposure variable, i.e. . Note that is zero for the pre-1997 period for all firms; thereafter, it takes the value of one for weather derivative users. Also, even though is a dichotomous variable, we estimate (4) using an OLS specification, since a probit or a logit first-stage can harm the consistency of the IV estimates (Angrist and Krueger, 2001 ).
We then use to test for the effect of weather derivatives on firm value, investment, or capital structure decisions. Formally:
In a value specification, for example, the estimated coefficient wderiv  captures the impact of weather derivatives on firm value. Under the above-described assumptions, wderiv  provides an unbiased estimate of the effect of hedging on firm outcomes.
II. C. Implementation: Estimating Weather Exposure before 1997
Electric and natural gas utilities provide a near-ideal setting to estimate the impact of weather derivatives. The cash flows of these energy firms are significantly exposed to variation in climate conditions. Weather data is readily available. Furthermore, energy rates were historically regulated. In consequence, a significant fraction of within-year variation in revenue reflects quantity rather than price fluctuations. To the extent that energy sales respond to temperature variation, quantity risk is closely tracked by weather derivatives.
As previously discussed, energy firms may engage in various operational, capital structure, or other financial strategies to manage their weather risk exposure. Yet any residual exposure would translate into potentially detrimental revenue volatility. We, therefore, measure the potential gains from using weather derivatives based on the following proxies for weatherexposure:
(a) Volatility (quarterly) of revenue to assets before 1997. If changing weather conditions are the primary determinant of the quantity (units) of energy sold and rates are relatively stable over time, quarterly (seasonal) weather would tend to be a primary determinant of revenue volatility. As a result, pre-1997 revenue volatility would be a relevant predictor of the use of weather derivatives after 1997. Revenue volatility is attractive because it is straightforward to compute, and also because it captures the total potential to hedge. However, it includes variation in cash flows that may reflect other confounding variables, such as the quality of the management team or the intensity of the firms' investment program, etc., which may not provide us with predictive power in the post-1997 use of weather derivatives.
(b) Weather-induced volatility (quarterly) of revenue to assets before 1997. To specifically focus on weather volatility, we follow two steps:
First, for each firm, we estimate the sensitivity of revenue to the quarterly level of cooling, heating, or energy degree days before 1997 using the following specification:
where is the quarterly revenue to assets ratio. is the relevant weather measure of energy, cooling, or heating degree days (EDD, CDD, and HDD, respectively) measured at the firm level. We control for the level of assets to isolate weather-driven effects. To avoid multicollinearity concerns, we estimate separate regressions for each of the weather-related variables.
, , and measure, respectively, the sensitivity of revenue to variation in EDD, CDD, and HDD, respectively. We herein refer to those estimates as "weather betas." Notice that energy firms can potentially gain from hedging weather risks irrespective of the sign of those weather betas. In consequence, the absolute value of weather betas is informative about the firms' hedging opportunities.
Second, to obtain an estimate of the relevant revenue volatility that is attributable to weather fluctuations, we multiply the estimated weather betas by the relevant historical standard deviation. For hedging purposes, the meaningful weather exposure is the product of the absolute value of weather betas (| |, etc) and the degree of variation in each variable ( , etc).
When estimated before 1997, | | , for example, captures the historical weather-induced volatility of revenue that results from EDD. A crucial assumption in this paper is that this pre-1997 weather-induced energy, cooling, and heating degree day volatility predicts the relevant post-1997 weather exposures. We anticipate that such exposure would induce firms to use derivatives as they become available, irrespective of their post-1997 investment opportunities.
II. D. Predictions
Based on the above-described specifications, we test four predictions:
1. Annual weather variation affects the operating results of energy firms, particularly those that are classified as weather exposed. If the cash flows of energy firms are subject to weather-induced quantity risk, deviations from normal weather conditions are expected to affect revenue and operating margins. Furthermore, to the extent that weather-exposure measures provide useful rankings of actual weather risk exposure, we would expect the effect of extreme weather realizations to be larger (in absolute value) for those firms with higher weather exposure rankings.
2. In the absence of weather derivatives, weather exposed firms are less valuable and more conservative in their investment and capital structure decisions than other firms.
Weather exposure may affect firm value whenever those risks are not fully diversifiable or if their presence limits the firms' ability to overcome market imperfections. For example, idiosyncratic weather-induced variation in cash flows can limit debt capacity (Smith and Stulz, 1985; Leland, 1998) or prevent valuable investments (Froot et al., 1993) .
3. After the introduction of weather derivatives, weather exposed firms are more likely to use weather derivatives. Firms whose pre-1997 cash-flows were subject to weather fluctuations are more likely to benefit from hedging. As a result, they are expected to be more likely to use weather derivatives relative to other firms.
The introduction of weather derivatives leads to a decline in weather-driven differences in value.
To the extent that left tail weather-driven cash flow realizations limit debt capacity or prevent firms from undertaking valuable investment projects, we expect weatherrelated value differences to decline as hedging allows firms to manage their weather exposure. In other words, risk sharing gains are expected to be larger for firms with greater weather exposure.
The data used for testing these hypotheses are described next.
III. DATA DESCRIPTION

III.A. Financial and Market Information
To test for the effect of weather risk on energy utilities, we use data from COMPUSTAT firms whose primary business is in the distribution and generation of electricity and natural gas services (Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 4911, 4923 4924, 4931, and 4932).
Because of the availability of weather data, we focus on U.S. firms. Given our interest in estimating pre-1997 volatility and weather exposure measures, we focus on those firms with matching quarterly data for at least 10 years before the introduction of weather derivatives. We arrive at a final sample of 203 firms and up-to 8,161 firm-year observations.
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Summary statistics are presented in Table I We follow the pre-existing literature in using market-to-book (M-B) ratios as a measure of firm value. M-B ratios are a proxy for Tobin's Q (Tobin, 1969) , the market value of assets relative to their replacement costs. M-B ratios are calculated as the ratio of the sum of the book value of assets, plus the market value of common equity, minus the sum of the book value of common equity and deferred taxes all divided by the book value of assets. The average market-tobook of sample firms is 1.08, with a standard deviation of 0.21.
19 Selected variables such as market capitalization or deferred taxes are not available for all firm-years.
Utilities are the textbook example of firms with tangible assets and stable cash flows. As a result, it is unsurprising that they use substantial amounts of leverage. In Table I , Panel A, we report that mean and median book leverage (sum of long-term debt plus debt in current liabilities)
relative to assets for sample firms are both 0.41, with a standard deviation of 0.09. Net debt to assets ratios (book leverage minus cash and short-term investments) are on average 0.38 (median 0.37). The average and median operating profitability (operating income before depreciation) to total assets ratio (OROA) is 0.12. OROA's standard deviation is 2.6 percent, which is relatively low and consistent with the fact that utilities have historically been regulated. Table I , Panel A also includes information on investment and dividend decisions. The mean (median) ratio of capital expenditures to assets is 0.074 (0.067). However, capital expenditure information is not available for all firm-year observations. The growth rate of assets or net investment rate is, in contrast, consistently available, with an average (median) value of 0.072 (0.061). The fraction of energy firms with nuclear plants is 0.37. This indicator variable is constructed using the COMPUSTAT industry-specific files. This information is only consistently reported until 1994. Lastly, the average ratio of dividends (common) over assets is 0.03.
III.B. Weather Data
We obtain weather data for all 344 climate divisions in the contiguous U.S. from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). NOAA has monthly temperatures, cooling and heating degree day data from 1895 to the present. We also compute energy degree days as the sum of CDD and HDD values. To match firms with weather sites, we use latitude and longitude information on the location of the firms' main business, and of each of the weather stations. For each firm, we find the closest climate division in terms of their geodesic distance and use its weather information. 20 NOAA reports the latitude and longitude data of all climate divisions. COMPUSTAT reports the firms' zip codes. To determine the approximate latitude and longitude location of each zip code, we rely on data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
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The annual weather information is summarized in Table I 20 See Vincenty (1975) for computing geodesic distances between locations. 21 http://www.census.gov/geo/www/gazetteer/places2k.html#counties.
III.C. Information on the Use of Financial Derivatives After 1997
The final source of data used pertains to the use of financial derivatives in the post-1997
period. We hand-collect data from Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings using the LexisNexis Academic application. We use keywords to identify those firms that rely on weather derivatives, as well as those that use natural gas and interest-rate hedging instruments.
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While we do not have data on actual derivative exposure by firm, we use indicator variables to classify them as derivative "users" whenever their SEC filings described their exposure or reliance on such contracts. Table I , Panel B reports information for the post-1997 sample or 1,633 firm-year observations. Weather derivatives were used by one quarter of the sample firms (0.249). This usage level suggests that weather derivatives are unlikely to be beneficial for all sample firms and that, following the logic described in the previous section, we can potentially focus on differential exposure to estimate the likely gains from their usage.
Natural gas derivatives were used by 57 percent of the sample firms. The fraction of interest rate derivatives users was 0.87. The fact that the latter ratio is the largest is not surprising given the magnitude of the interest-rate swaps markets.
III.D. Weather Conditions and Energy Units: Average and Regional Variation
As a first pass on the link between weather conditions and monthly energy sales, Figure 1 plots the 2005 sales of electricity (Panel A) and natural gas (Panel B), and their corresponding average temperatures. To emphasize quantity variation, we report electricity in gigawatts per hour (GWh) and natural gas in million cubic feet (MMcf). values to proxy for electricity and natural gas demand, respectively. Panel A plots monthly electricity sales relative to the peak August value (August units=100) and the corresponding monthly CDD levels. Beyond the already stressed seasonality of electricity sales, it shows a tight correlation between electricity units and CDD values of 0.82. Similarly, the correlation between natural gas units sold (January units=100) and HDD values is 0.88, which is also very high.
In Figure 3 , we use data from three non-random states, California, Louisiana, and Montana, to highlight the existence of regional differences in terms of the seasonality of energy sales. Panel A shows that Louisiana's electricity units are highly seasonal. Summer electricity volumes are over 40 percent higher than those in March, which occurs in more than half a dozen states, including, for example, Kansas and Texas. In contrast, Panel B shows that Louisiana's monthly natural gas sales are relatively stable. Figure 3 also shows that Montana energy sales display contrasting patterns: monthly electricity sales are relatively stable while natural gas sales are remarkably seasonal. January natural gas sales were 50 percent higher than those in March and four times July's sales. Other states where summer natural gas sales are less than half than their winter levels include Ohio, Minnesota, Vermont, among others. Lastly, California's energy sales reveal a moderate level of seasonality both for electricity and natural gas sales.
Overall, Figures 1-3 suggest four issues. First, weather variation and energy demand are tightly linked. Second, CDD and HDD values track energy demand more closely than average temperatures. Third, some regions may be more subject to weather-induced variation than others.
Finally, the relevant weather and energy sales variables differ around the U.S.
IV. CHANGING WEATHER CONDITIONS AND CASH FLOW EFFECTS
To formally test for the effect of changing weather conditions on operating performance, in Table II , we examine the effect of abnormally low energy degree days or "weather shocks" on revenue, profits, investment and payout decisions. The weather shock indicator variable is firmspecific and is set to be one for the lowest quintile of annual EDD observations per firm and zero otherwise (i.e. each firm has one "shock" per five observations). We focus on the effect of mild EDD values to provide a single and simple test that is meaningful independent of a firm's main weather exposures (CDD or HDD). In Table II , we use fixed-effects specifications where we control for year effects and for firm size using the natural logarithm of lagged assets.
Table II, Column I shows that mild weather realizations lead to lower levels of revenue.
The effect is statistically significant at the five percent level but modest in economic terms: mild weather leads to a decline of two percent in revenue. Table II , Columns II and III confirm that mild weather negatively affects cash flows in a significant way. Both operating return on assets and the level of operating profits decline when the weather is mild. The effect on profits is also modest. Table II , Columns IV and V, in contrast, cast doubt on the notion that mild weather conditions meaningfully affect dividend or investment decisions.
To explore whether the results reported in Table II are evidence that changing weather conditions have moderate effect on cash flows, or, alternatively, reflect heterogeneous effects across firms, we turn to the weather exposure variables described in Section II, which seek to capture the un-hedged volumetric exposure faced by energy firms. Table III , Panel A provides summary statistics for various measures of weather exposure.
The risk measures include (a) revenue volatility (standard deviation of quarterly revenue to assets), (b) CDD, HDD, and EDD betas (absolute value of the estimated coefficient of CDD, HDD, and EDD on revenue to assets) or "weather betas," and (c) CDD, HDD, and EDD weatherinduced volatility (weather betas times the relevant historical standard deviation). All measures are estimated using pre-1997 data. for EDDs, respectively. While these weather exposure numbers may be difficult to interpret in isolation, the relative ranks that they generate are intuitive: they are orderings of risk exposure.
Interestingly, Table III , Panel B shows that revenue and weather-induced volatility measures are highly correlated. For example, the correlation between revenue and weather volatility is 0.79, 0.93, or 0.90 depending on the weather measure CDD, HDD, or EDD, respectively. Moreover, the CDD-HDD (HDD-EDD) volatility correlation is 0.84 (0.97). Such correlations corroborate that these volatility measures capture weather-induced variation.
In Table IV , we formally test whether the risk exposure measures reported in Table III provide useful information about the weather exposure that energy firms face.
In each column, we analyze the effect of one weather risk measure at a time, but we refer to them generically as "quantity risk" measures. In each case, we (a) divide our sample firms in four equally sized groups (quartiles) based on each risk measure, (b) interact each quartile with the firm-specific "shock" variable developed in Table II , and (c) test which quartile exhibits the largest decline in revenue in the presence of a weather shock. As in Table II , all specifications provide fixed-effects estimates and include year and size controls. show that ranking weather exposure based on weather betas generates similar results. In each case, the most exposed quartile drives the entire decline in revenue. The estimated coefficients on quartile 4 firms are -6.4, -11.2, and -10.6 for CDD, HDD, and EDD betas, respectively. All are significant at conventional levels. EDD values lead to a 9 to 12 percent decline in revenue for the most weather-sensitive firms.
These effects are significant at the one percent level.
The results of Table IV show that irrespective of the risk measure used, firms in the highest weather exposure quartile exhibits high cash flow sensitivity to changes in weather conditions. Moreover, the fact that weather variation can have such large effects on energy firms' cash flows confirms the numerous media reports linking abnormally low levels of energy, cooling and heating degree days to significant cash flow variation.
In sum, the results from Tables II and IV provide robust empirical support for prediction 1. Namely, that changing weather conditions meaningfully affect the operating results of utilities.
Further, the correlations in Table III and the results in Table IV show that weather exposure can be measured by using revenue or weather-induced volatilities. Finally, the results also suggest that firms with mild weather exposure are able to hedge it even in the absence of weather derivatives. In other words, the fact that only a fraction of firms are subject to cash flow volatility provides information on which firms are expected to be subject to the largest distortions, if any, in terms of value, or investment and capital structure decisions. We turn to those tests next.
V. PRE-1997 WEATHER EXPOSURE: VALUE, INVESTMENT, AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE EFFECTS V. A. Weather Risk in the Absence of Weather Derivatives: Market-to-Book Analysis
Table V examines the effect of weather exposure on market valuations before 1997.
Market value is measured using market-to-book ratios (Columns I to VI) and the natural logarithm of the market value of equity (Columns VII to VIII.)
Given that our measures of weather exposure are time-invariant, we cannot rely on fixedeffects specifications and instead use an array of controls to account for the heterogeneity in firm characteristics. In every specification, we control for firm size (lagged log of total assets), profitability (OROA), and investment opportunities (investment rate). In addition, to account for economy-wide shocks, in Columns II to VIII, we control for year effects. To isolate region-wide effects, we control for regional (Columns III and V) or state (Columns IV and VI to VIII) dummies. Further, to recognize the potential lack of independence in the error terms across observations by the same company, standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
Table V, Column I shows that firms in volatility quartiles 3 and 4 trade at a discount, with a value gap of 5 and 10 percent, respectively, relative to other firms. Such a difference is significant at the one percent level. Column II shows that a portion of the weather discount may be driven by common weather shocks as introducing year dummies reduces the estimated effects.
As a result, only those firms in quartile 4 robustly underperform. Table IV , Columns III and IV present results controlling for regional and state dummies, respectively. The estimated discounts fall to the 3-4 percent range, but remain statistically significant. The correlation between size, profitability, and investment opportunities controls and M-B ratios are as expected: negative for assets, positive for OROA and for investment rates. Lastly, the number of observations relative to previous tables reflects the fact that some firm-year observations have missing M-B ratios.
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The effect of weather exposure as captured by EDD weather volatility confirms that high risk exposure affects value. The estimated effect for quartile 4 firms is roughly four percentage points lower relative to their peers, significant at the one percent level. In economic terms, such effects are equivalent to a value difference in the four percent range. In results not shown, we examine the linear impact of revenue volatility and EDD, CDD, and HDD volatility. In every case, we obtain estimates that are indicative of statistically significant weather exposure effects on valuation. Yet, given the shock and M-B results, we favor the quartile specifications as they highlight the observations that are indeed driving the relevant effects.
Lastly, in Table V , Columns VII and VIII, we provide further evidence that weather exposure correlates with lower valuations using the natural logarithm of market capitalization as an outcome variable. The estimated coefficients indicate that firms in the top quartile in terms of weather exposure trade at a discount of 7 to 10 percentage points, significant at conventional levels.
V. B. Weather Risk in the Absence of Weather Derivatives: Investment and Financing Decisions
To assess if the market value differences reported above reflect distortions in operating or financial decisions, Table VI examines the effect of weather exposure on capital spending decisions and the type of technology used, as well as on financing and dividends policies. In every specification, we use year-specific dummies to control for time trends, state dummies to control for systematic differences in regional characteristics, and assets, OROA, and M-B ratios, to control for size, profitability, and investment opportunities, respectively.
The results in Table VI , Columns I and II cast doubt on the idea that weather exposure affects firms' investment decisions. The estimated effect of weather risk on the ratio of capital expenditures to assets is not different from zero at conventional levels and is relatively small in economic terms. Such investment results, however, do not necessarily imply that risk management is irrelevant for investment decisions. The results may alternatively be a reflection of the empirical setting, which is characterized by high levels of asset tangibility and lower external financing costs relative to those faced by firms in other industries.
To further test for the effect of weather risk exposure on investments, we examine the use of nuclear plants for electricity generation. Nuclear plants exhibit low fuel costs relative to other alternatives. However, they are relatively inflexible in terms of output and they are characterized by high operating leverage. Nuclear plants are interesting as a technology choice because weather exposure would, holding other factors constant, make them unattractive. Their inflexibility and high operating leverage would tend to magnify weather shocks. Consistent with this notion, Table   VI , Columns III and IV show that weather exposure is linked to a dramatic effect on the choice of technology: firms in the top exposure quartile are 57 percentage points less likely to rely on nuclear generation, which is significant at the one percent level. The results provide striking evidence that weather exposure distorts investments against inflexible production technologies.
The effect of weather exposure on capital structure and payout policy is reported in Table   VI , Columns V to VI and VII and VIII, respectively. Columns V and VI examine the impact of weather risk exposure on net debt (debt minus cash) to asset ratios, which captures the net level of indebtedness relative to fixed assets. As previously discussed, if the weather affects cash flow volatility and creditors care about left tail events, we would expect a negative correlation between weather exposure and leverage. Columns V and VI (Columns VII and VIII) show that firms in the most weather exposed quartile have debt ratios that are 2 to 4 percentage points lower than their peers. Economically, such estimates are equivalent to 6 to 11 percent of average leverage ratios. Overall, Tables V and VI provide robust empirical support for prediction 2: absent weather derivatives, highly weather-exposed firms are less valuable than their peers, and weatherinduced volumetric risk is meaningful for operating and financing decisions. We now turn to testing whether these distortions were relaxed by financial innovation.
VI. MAIN RESULTS
VI.A. Derivative Use and Firm Value: Within Variation
Before implementing our main empirical tests, we provide a benchmark estimate of the effect of weather derivatives on value using the within-firm variation specification described in specification (2) of Section II. More specifically, we test whether the M-B ratio of those firms that endogenously decided to use weather derivatives after they were introduced increased relative to the pre-1997 period. To test for this hypothesis, we use a weather derivative indicator variable that is equal to one if the firm used weather derivatives after 1997, and is zero otherwise.
Naturally, this variable is set to zero for all observations before 1997. The variable of interest is the interaction between this indicator variable and the post variable, which is set to one after 1997. As in previous specifications, we control for time, size, profitability, and investment effects and we report firm-clustered standard errors. and VI, we fail to find significant economic or statistical effects for the use of interest rate derivatives. In Columns IV to VI, we show that natural gas derivatives led to higher M-B ratios in the 3-4 percent range, but this effect is not robustly significant. Interestingly, the effect of weather derivatives is unaffected by those added controls; it is statistically significant at the five or ten percent level across specifications. Finally, the estimated coefficients on size, profitability, and investments carry the previously reported and expected signs.
Using the natural logarithm of market valuations as an outcome variable, in Table VII, Column VII, we confirm that weather derivatives correlate with significantly higher market valuations and that the results shown in Columns I to VI are not driven by variation in the denominator of the M-B ratios. Surprisingly, we report that the use of interest rate derivatives is correlated with significantly lower M-B ratios. Such a result is arguably reflective of omitted variables concerns, as firms are unlikely to voluntarily use derivatives to lower their firm value.
In contrast, natural gas derivatives are correlated with higher firm values.
The results shown in Table VII suggest that financial innovation targeted at the specific risks facing energy firms was conducive to higher valuations. Furthermore, the estimates on the value of hedging are consistent with those reported by Allayannis and Weston (2001) . Lastly, those specifications highlight the inference concerns of using endogenous hedging variation. To address those shortcomings, we turn to our main empirical tests.
VI.B. Weather Exposure and Firm Value ("Reduced Form")
The central idea of this paper is that financial innovation and, more specifically, the introduction of weather derivatives allowed weather-exposed firms to shield a portion of their weather risk. The empirical evidence presented in Tables IV, V , and VI robustly supports the idea that meaningful weather exposure is concentrated in those firms in the top quartile of weather volatility. To the extent that weather exposure rankings do not change over time, we would expect those firms to increase in value as weather hedging contracts become available.
To test for this hypothesis, we interact the historical weather exposure measures of Table   III with a post-1997 dummy. As in Table IV , we refer to weather exposure variables collectively as "quantity risk" measures. In each Column I through V, we report a different proxy and each variable is described at the top of each column. quartile 4 firms, which were reported to underperform before 1997, do indeed gain following the introduction of weather derivatives. The estimated effect is economically large and statistically significant: M-B ratios increase by 10 percentage points, which is significant at the one percent level. As in the pre-1997 period, firms in weather-exposure quartiles 2 and 3 do not exhibit differential patterns in terms of value, which may confirm that moderate levels of exposure are relatively easy to hedge using other operating and financial tools. The post-1997 indicator variable shows that all energy firms as a group were more valuable than in the past. Other controls are robustly significant and exhibit the expected signs. Table VIII , Columns II to IV show that firms whose cash flows and market valuation were affected by weather exposure before 1997, gain as weather derivatives are introduced, irrespective of the proxy for weather exposure used: EDD, CDD, or HDD weather-induced volatility. The estimated coefficients are in the 0.10 to 0.13 range and always significant at the one percent level.
An alternative but arguably noisier measure of weather exposure is using an indicator variable equal to one if variation in energy degree days had a bearing on explaining revenue volatility, irrespective of the sign of this relationship. Table VIII , Column V confirms that while such a weather beta does not account for the total variation in EDD over time, it still does corroborate that weather-exposed firms gained in the post-1997 period.
The estimates of Table VIII provide robust evidence that the weather risk discount reported in Table V disappeared after 1997. Under our baseline assumptions, these reduced-form estimates are not subject to endogeneity or omitted variables concerns, and as such provide causal evidence that risk management affects firm value.
VI.C. Weather Derivatives and Firm Value: Instrumental Variables
The idea of the 2SLS-IV approach is to establish a direct link between weather derivatives and firm value. If weather derivatives are used to hedge weather risks, their usage would be expected to be more prominent among weather-exposed firms. If that were the case, we could exploit the differential variation in weather derivative use that results from this ex-ante exposure to assess the causal effect of weather derivatives on value. We proceed with this test by first testing whether pre-1997 weather exposure variables predict weather derivative use after these financial derivates were introduced.
First Stage: Ex-Ante Weather Exposure and Weather Derivative Use Table IX examines the effect of the previously described measures of weather exposure on the use of derivatives after 1997. In all specifications, the dependent variable is an indicator variable that in the post-1997 period takes the value of one for firms using weather derivatives and is zero for both non-users and all pre-1997 observations. Table IX shows that the use of weather derivatives increases with weather exposure, irrespective of how such exposure is measured. Using revenue volatility as proxy for weather exposure, we report, in Table IX , Column I, that firms in quartiles 3 and 4 are 18 and 22
percentage points, respectively, more likely to use weather derivatives than the least weather exposed quartile of firms, a difference that is significant at the five percent level.
A tighter test on the effects of weather exposure on weather derivative use is to focus on weather-induced volatility, which captures the portion of revenue volatility that is attributable to the weather. In Table IX , Column II, we show that EDD weather-induced volatility quartiles 3 and 4 are 19 and 22 percent, respectively, more likely to use weather derivatives than quartile 1.
This difference is statistically significant at the five and one percent levels, respectively.
Economically, these results show that firms in the most weather-sensitive quartile are over 2.5 times more likely to use weather derivatives than those in quartile one. Table IX , Columns III and IV confirm that weather exposure does in fact predict weather derivative use. Specifically, firms in the top two CDD and HDD quartiles exhibit higher rates of weather derivative use after 1997 than the energy firms in the bottom two groupings. The rate of weather derivative use among firms in the top weather exposure quartile is the 0.32-0.35 range, while the equivalent rate for firms in the bottom quartile is only 0.13-0.14. Table IX , Columns V and VI show that even a rough proxy for historical weather exposure, such as having a statistically significant EDD weather beta, provides large variation in weather derivative use. In particular, those firms with significant weather betas in the pre-1997 period are 26 percent more likely to use weather derivatives than other firms, also significant at the one percent level.
Consistent with prediction 3, Table IX provides robust evidence that pre-1997 weather exposure rankings are important determinants of weather derivative use after 1997. As such, we are able to confirm that those firms that from an ex-ante perspective would be expected to benefit from "completing" the weather exposure market are indeed using these financial instruments more frequently than other firms. Having shown that weather exposure begets usage of weather derivatives, we now examine the consequences of risk management for firm value.
Second Stage: Weather Derivative Use and Firm Value Table X presents the main results of this paper. Across specifications, we use market-tobook ratios as benchmarks for firm value. We exploit variation in weather derivative usage resulting from (a) the introduction of weather derivatives in 1997 and (b) the pre-1997 weather exposure measures described earlier. We use fixed-effects specifications, with controls for size, profitability, and investment opportunities, as well as time effects. Table X , Columns I and II present the effects of weather derivatives on firm value using EDD weather-induced volatility quartiles as instruments, our benchmark specification. The results show a positive and arguably causal effect of financial derivatives on value. The point estimates are 0.39 and 0.36, depending on whether we include the firms' concurrent investment rate as a control, and both are significant at the five percent level. As it is common with IV estimates, the standard errors are large since they rely on fewer observations to estimate the effect of derivatives. As a result, we cannot reject the possibility that the true causal effect of weather derivatives is, for example, in the 5 to 10 percent range as previously reported in the literature.
While we have stressed the potential advantages of using EDD weather-induced quartiles as a benchmark proxy for quantity risk exposure, we also report the results using revenue-based volatility quartiles (Columns III and IV) and EDD weather betas (Columns V and VI) as instruments. Depending on the source of variation used, the estimated effect of derivatives ranges from 0.22 (revenue volatility) to 0.31 (EDD weather beta) percentage points, significant at the five percent level. These findings show that there are substantial risk-sharing gains that result from targeted financial innovation. Also, across specifications, firm size, profitability, and investment rate controls exhibit the expected signs and significance. Size is negatively related to M-B ratios. Higher profitability and investment rates robustly relate to higher valuation.
The results in Table X provide empirical support for prediction 4, which anticipates that weather derivatives lead to economically large and statistically significant effects on value.
A potential challenge to reported effects of weather derivatives on firm value is that the pre-1997 weather exposure rankings may affect post-1997 M-B ratios through other channels. For example, inference may be challenged by a combination of changing climate conditions due to global warming, variation in business opportunities due to deregulation, or a reduction in risk exposure due to other hedging technologies, among others.
In Table XI , we examine the robustness of our results against alternative hypotheses.
Throughout our specifications, we provide 2SLS estimates where the IVs are EDD weatherinduced volatility quartiles. However, all the results are robust to using, for example, historical revenue volatility quartiles as alternative instruments. In Table XI, Columns I and II, we examine whether the reported effect may be driven by differential cooling or heating degree day conditions. To test for this effect, we use the natural logarithm of CDD and HDD values, respectively. The estimated coefficient of CDD on M-B ratios is positive and significant, suggesting that higher cooling demand lead to higher market valuations. Yet the effect of weather derivatives on value is unaffected. The effect of HDD is, in contrast, insignificant. In any event,
we continue to report a robust effect of weather derivatives on value.
We also use information from the Energy Information Administration (EIA) to test whether state level deregulation of electricity and natural gas markets drives the reported effects on market valuation. 24 Table XI , Column III includes indicator variables that are equal to one for the observations where the relevant state-year has experienced deregulation in electricity and natural gas markets, respectively, and are zero otherwise. The results show that deregulation by itself does not affect firm value and, more importantly, it does not affect the estimated coefficient of weather derivatives on value.
To further control for differences in the structure of deregulation, in Column IV, we include indicator variables associated with specific events in electricity (Fabrizio, Rose, and Wolfram, 2007) and natural gas deregulation. These include having access to retail, industrial, or all consumers in electricity or having a pilot, partial, or comprehensive choice program in natural gas. Each dummy is set to one for the observations where, according to the EIA, the relevant state-year has experienced deregulation. While we find that complete access to all consumers in electricity led to a significant increase in M-B ratios of 7 percentage points (other effects are insignificant), we do not find that such deregulation indicator variables affect the estimated coefficients of interest.
In Table XI , Columns V to VIII, we empirically assess if hedging through other financial contracts affects the impact of weather derivatives on value. In Columns V and VI, respectively, we separately investigate the effect of interest rate and natural gas derivatives, while in Column VII, we control for the use of both risk management tools. Across specifications, we do not find that interest rate or natural gas derivatives have a differential effect on valuation. Moreover, the effect of weather derivatives on value remains economically large and statistically significant.
Finally, in Table XI , Column VIII, we concurrently control for weather variables, deregulation characteristics, and hedging technologies. Despite the wide standard errors, the effect of weather derivatives on firm value is robust to the inclusion of this long array of controls.
A potential interpretation of these results in Tables X and XI is that financial derivatives are particularly valuable when they are first introduced, helping firms and investors hedge existing exposures. Firm hedging may, at the margin, be less relevant whenever investors can, themselves, easily hedge their exposures as shown by Jin and Jorion (2006) . To explore if, in contrast, these value effects reflect meaningful changes inside firms, we also investigate the effect of derivatives on operating and financing decisions.
Specific Channels
The evidence presented thus far demonstrates that weather-exposed firms use weather derivatives more frequently than other firms, and that weather derivatives lead to significantly large gains in terms of value. But what exactly changes with weather derivatives? Previous studies have emphasized the role of hedging for investment and capital structure decisions.
Furthermore, investment and financing policies were shown to be at least partially distorted by weather exposure before weather derivatives were available. We examine those and several other alternative channels in Table XII .
Following the empirical methodology outlined before, we report both reduced-form (Panel A) and 2SLS-IV estimates (Panel B), where the IVs are EDD weather exposure quartiles.
We investigate whether revenue, investments, financing, and dividend policies responded differentially for firms in distinct weather quartiles and in response to weather derivative use.
The impact on revenue is presented in Table XII , Column I. We do not find systematic evidence that revenue increased in a differential manner for weather exposed firms. Not surprisingly, the IV estimates on the effect of weather derivatives on revenue are also insignificant. Such results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that global warming or deregulation may be driving the effects on value, as those factors would tend to affect revenue in weather sensitive regions differentially. The resulting IV estimates in Panel B show that weather derivatives led to a positive and significant effect on investment. The IV estimate is 0.047, which is significant at the five percent level. As before, the standard errors in the IV specifications are large.
The fact that investments respond to risk management is consistent with Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein (1993) . Higher investment is, however, potentially consistent with overinvestment stories due to agency concerns. Yet, the fact that higher investment rates are tied to increases in firm value, suggests that the former hypothesis may be more empirically relevant.
The risk management consequences for financing decisions are investigated in Table XII, Columns III (net debt), IV (book leverage), and V (cash to assets). Irrespective of the measure used, reduced form estimates (Panel A) indicate that quartile 4 firms increase their reliance on debt financing after 1997. Book leverage increases by 2.85 percentage points and cash to assets declines 0.73 percentage points. The combined effect on net debt is 3.58, which is significant at the five percent level. Consistent with tradeoff theories of capital structure, we find that weather exposed firms were, as a result, able to use more debt and hold less cash than prior to 1997.
The IV estimates on the effect of weather derivatives in Table XII An alternative test for the effect of risk management on leverage is to test in the crosssection whether weather risk characteristics matter for capital structure after 1997. In unreported results, we find that the across group differences in leverage, such as those reported in Table VI, are no longer statistically different from zero at conventional levels after 1997.
Lastly, Table XII , Column VI examines the effect of weather derivatives on dividend ratios. We do not find evidence that hedging led to significant effects on dividend decisions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Financial derivatives lie at the heart of Miller's (1986) "revolution" in financial innovation. Derivatives are increasingly important and controversial securities. They are powerful tools for shifting or hedging risks. On the other hand, they also reduce the cost of engaging in speculative transactions. The controversial feature of derivatives is exacerbated by their prominent role in recent financial crises. Yet, establishing the risk management benefits of financial derivatives is empirically difficult.
This paper provides direct evidence of the insurance benefits of financial derivatives on firms' valuation and financial policies. We seek to overcome the empirical challenges faced when determining whether agents are hedging or speculating with derivatives by using a financial innovation approach. More specifically, we use the introduction of weather derivatives as an exogenous source of variation to firms' hedging costs. To further identify the effect of weather derivatives, we exploit variation in weather exposure prior to the introduction of these financial contracts. Intuitively, we anticipate that those firms whose cash flows have historically fluctuated with changing weather conditions are, relative to other firms, more likely to benefit from the insurance feature of these contracts.
Using data from U.S. electric and gas utilities, two highly weather-sensitive sectors, we find four main results. First, in the absence of weather derivatives, weather-exposed firms exhibit significantly lower valuations and pursue more conservative operating and financing policies than other firms. Second, measures of weather exposure that predate the introduction of weather derivatives are strong predictors of weather derivative use upon innovation. Third, weather derivatives led to a substantial increase in firm value. Fourth, hedging allows firms to increase investment and to use more aggressive financing structures.
Overall, our results demonstrate that financial innovation that is targeted to meaningful economic risks can significantly affect firm decisions. Our empirical approach isolates the use of derivatives as risk management instruments. As a result, we show that hedging allows firms to overcome market frictions, and that investment and financing policies respond to low cash flow realizations.
Finally, whether our results extend to other industries or to alternative financial products are fascinating areas for further research.
TABLE I. SUMMARY STATISTICS
This table shows summary statistics for 203 U.S. electric and gas firms (SIC codes 4911, 4923, 4924, 4931, and 4932) with matching (a) financial information from COMPUSTAT for at least 10 years prior to 1997 and (b) weather data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Panel A. presents financial and weather variables. Total assets, revenue, and market value of equity are in thousands of constant 2008 dollars (Consumer Price Index, adjusted, 2008=100). OROA is the ratio of operating income before depreciation to assets. Book leverage / assets is the ratio of the sum of long-term debt plus existing debt in current liabilities to total assets. Market value of equity is the price (close) times the number of common shares outstanding. M-B ratio or market-to-book ratio is the book value of assets plus market value of common equity minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Net debt / assets is the ratio of book leverage minus cash and marketable securities to total assets. CAPEX / assets is the ratio of capital expenditures to total assets. Investment rate is the growth rate of total assets. Nuclear plant generation is an indicator variable equal to one if a utility has nuclear-powered generating plants, zero otherwise. Common dividends / assets is the ratio of common dividends over total assets. Weather variables reported are cooling, heating and energy degree days. A heating (cooling) degree day reflects the number of degrees that a daily average temperature is below (above) 65°F, zero otherwise. Energy degree days are the sum of heating and cooling degree days. Cooling, heating, and energy degree days seek to capture cooling, heating, and cooling and heating energy demand, respectively. Heating (cooling) degree days, annual is sum of daily heating (cooling) degree days in a year in the firms' main location. In Panel B, weather (natural gas, interest derivative) user is an indicator variable equal to one if a firm used weather, natural gas, or interest rate derivatives in the post-1997 period, zero otherwise. 
Panel A. Firm and Weather Information
TABLE II. WEATHER SHOCKS AND OPERATING PERFORMANCE
This table presents the impact of mild temperatures (low energy degree days (EDDs)) on measures of operating performance. The dependent variables are (a) ln revenue, the natural logarithm of revenue in constant 2008 dollars (Column I), (b) OROA, the operating profitability on assets (Column II), (c) ln operating income, the natural logarithm of operating income in constant dollars (Column III), (d) dividends/assets, the ratio of common stock dividends to assets (Column IV), and (e) investment rate, the growth rate of total assets (Column V). EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. Heating (cooling) degree days reflects the number of degrees that a daily average temperature is below (above) 65°F. Weather shock is an indicator variable equal to one if the annual EDD values are in the lowest quintile for each sample firm, zero otherwise. Each column shows the results of a fixed-effects (firm) regression that also includes the natural logarithm of lagged total assets and year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses.
*** , ** and * denote significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively.
Variable
Weather shock -0.0160 
TABLE IV. REVENUE CONSEQUENCES OF WEATHER SHOCKS: BY MEASURES OF WEATHER EXPOSURE
This table presents the impact of mild temperatures (low energy degree days (EDDs)) on the revenue of firms sorted by their estimated weather exposure. The dependent variable is ln revenue, the natural logarithm of revenue in constant 2008 dollars. EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. Heating (cooling) degree days reflects the number of degrees that a daily average temperature is below (above) 65°F. Weather shock is an indicator variable equal to one if the annual EDD values are in the lowest quintile for each firm, zero otherwise. Measures of weather exposure are (a) Revenue / Assets quartiles, equal-sized groupings based on the historical standard deviation of quarterly revenue divided by assets (Column I), (b) weather beta quartiles, equal sized-groupings based on the absolute value of the sensitivity of revenue to CDD (Column II), HDD (Column III), and EDD (Column IV) values, and (c) weather induced volatility quartiles, equal-sized groupings based on the product of CDD (Column V), HDD (Column VI), and EDD (Column VII) weather betas, respectively and their historical standard deviation. Each column shows the results of a fixed-effects (firm) regression that also includes the natural logarithm of lagged total assets and year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses. 
TABLE V. WEATHER EXPOSURE AND MARKET VALUATION BEFORE 1997
This table examines the impact of weather risk exposure on firm value before weather derivatives were introduced. Weather exposure is measured using, alternatively, (a) Revenue / Assets quartiles, equal-sized groupings based on the historical standard deviation of quarterly revenue divided by assets (Columns I to IV, and VII), (b) weather induced volatility quartiles, equal-sized groupings based on the product of energy degree days (EDD) weather beta times the historical standard deviation of EDD values (Columns V, VI, and VIII). EDD weather beta measures the sensitivity of revenue to EDD variation. EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. The dependent variables are the market-to-book ratio (Columns I-VI) and the natural logarithm of market value of equity (VII and VIII). Market-to-book is defined as the value of total assets plus the market value of common equity (stock price times the number of common shares outstanding) minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Market value of equity is the price (close) times the number of common shares outstanding. Other controls include: Ln assets, the natural logarithm of total assets; OROA, the ratio of operating income to total assets; Investment rate, the rate of growth of total assets. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses.
*** , ** and * denote significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. This table examines the impact of weather exposure on investment, production choice, financing, and dividend policies before weather derivatives were introduced. The dependent variables are (a) CAPEX / Assets: the ratio of capital expenditures to total assets (Columns I and II), (b) Nuclear Plant Generation: an indicator variable equal to one if a utility has nuclear-powered generating plants, zero otherwise (Columns III and IV), (c) Net Debt / Assets: is the ratio of the book value of debt minus cash and marketable securities over total assets (Columns V and VI), and (d) Dividend / Assets: is the ratio of common dividends over total assets (Columns VII and VIII). Weather exposure is measured using, alternatively, (i) Revenue / Assets quartiles (Columns I, III, V, and VII), equal-sized groupings based on the historical standard deviation of quarterly revenue divided by assets, (ii) EDD weather induced volatility quartiles (Columns II, IV, VI, VIII), equal-sized groupings based on the product of energy degree days (EDD) weather beta times the historical standard deviation of EDD values. EDD weather beta measures the sensitivity of revenue to EDD variation. EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. Ln assets is the natural logarithm of total assets. OROA is the ratio of operating income to total assets. M-B ratio is defined as the value of total assets plus the market value of common equity (stock price times the number of common shares outstanding) minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Columns I, II, and V to VIII are linear specifications, and Columns III and IV are probit models. Each regression also includes state and year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses. This table presents the impact of financial derivatives on firm value. The dependent variables are (a) the market-to-book ratio (Columns I to VI) and (b) the natural logarithm of market value of equity (Column VII). Market-to-book is defined as the value of total assets plus the market value of common equity (stock price times the number of common shares outstanding) minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Market value of equity is the price (close) times the number of common shares outstanding. Weather (interest rate, natural gas) derivative is an indicator variable equal to one if a firm used weather (interest rate, natural gas) derivatives after 1997, and zero otherwise. Post is an indicator variable equal to one in the post-1997 period, zero otherwise. Ln assets is the natural logarithm of total assets. OROA is the ratio of operating income to total assets. Investment rate is the growth rate of total assets. Each specification also includes year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses. This table reports post-1997 valuation effects as a function of alternative measures of pre-1997 weather exposure. The dependent variable is the market-to-book ratio, the value of total assets plus the market value of common equity minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Measures of weather exposure are (a) Revenue / Assets quartiles (Column I), equalsized groupings based on the historical standard deviation of quarterly revenue divided by assets, (b) EDD (Column II), CDD (Column III), and HDD (Column IV) weather induced volatility quartiles, equal-sized groupings based on the product of energy, cooling and heating degree days (EDD, HDD, and CDD, respectively) weather beta times the historical standard deviation of each of those variables. EDD, HDD, and CDD weather betas measure the sensitivity of revenue to EDD, HDD, and CDD variation, respectively. EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. (c) | | significant, is an indicator variable equal to one if the EDD weather beta is statistically significant at the five-percent level, zero otherwise (Column V). Post is an indicator variable equal to one in the post-1997 period, zero otherwise. Ln assets is the natural logarithm of total assets. OROA is the ratio of operating income to total assets. Investment rate is the growth rate of total assets. Each specification also includes year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses. *** , ** and * denote significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. 
TABLE X. WEATHER DERIVATIVES AND FIRM VALUE (2SLS)
This table presents 2SLS-IV estimates on the impact of weather derivatives on firm value. The dependent variable is the market-to-book ratio. Market-to-book ratios are defined as the value of total assets plus the market value of common equity (stock price times the number of common shares outstanding) minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Weather derivatives, is an indicator variable equal to one if a firm used weather derivatives in the post-1997 period, zero otherwise. The instruments for weather derivatives are based on measures of pre-1997 weather exposure, and are, alternatively: (a) EDD weather induced volatility quartiles (Columns I and II), equal-sized groupings based on the product of energy degree days (EDD) weather beta times the historical standard deviation of EDD values. EDD weather beta measures the sensitivity of revenue to EDD variation. EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. (b) Revenue / Assets quartiles (Columns III and IV), equal-sized groupings based on the historical standard deviation of quarterly revenue divided by assets. (c) | | significant (Columns V and VI), an indicator equal to one if the EDD weather beta is statistically significant at the five-percent level, zero otherwise. Weather derivatives were introduced in 1997. Ln assets is the natural logarithm of total assets. OROA is the ratio of operating income to total assets. Investment rate is the growth rate of total assets. Each specification also includes year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses. *** , ** and * denote significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. 
TABLE XI. WEATHER DERIVATIVES AND FIRM VALUE (2SLS): ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES
This table presents 2SLS-IV estimates on the impact of weather derivatives on firm value. The dependent variable is the market-to-book ratio. Market-tobook ratios are defined as the value of total assets plus the market value of common equity (stock price times the number of common shares outstanding) minus book value of common equity and deferred taxes divided by total assets. Weather derivatives, is an indicator variable equal to one if a firm used weather derivatives in the post-1997 period, zero otherwise. The instrumental variable for weather derivatives use in the post-1997 period is based on pre-1997 weather exposure or weather induced volatility. EDD weather induced volatility quartiles, are equal-sized groupings based on the product of energy degree days (EDD) weather beta times the historical standard deviation of EDD values. EDD weather beta measures the sensitivity of revenue to EDD variation. EDDs are defined as the sum of the annual heating and cooling degree day values, temperatures indexes that seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services. Weather derivatives were introduced in 1997. Ln CDD (Ln HDD) is the natural logarithm of CDD (HDD). Deregulation electricity (natural gas) is an indicator variable equal to one for the observations where the relevant state-year has experienced deregulation in electricity (natural gas) markets, respectively, zero otherwise. Deregulation access to retail, industry and all consumers are indicator variables equal to one for the observations where the relevant state-year has experienced deregulation to access to retail, industry and all consumers, respectively, and zero otherwise. Dereg. NG pilot, partial and all consumers are indicator variables equal to one for the observations where the relevant state-year has experienced natural gas deregulation for pilot, partial and all consumers, respectively, and zero otherwise. Interest rate (natural gas) derivatives is an indicator variables equal to one if a firm used interest rate (natural gas) derivatives in the post-1997 period, zero otherwise. Ln assets is the natural logarithm of total assets. OROA is the ratio of operating income to total assets. Investment rate is the growth rate of total assets. Each specification also includes year dummies as controls (estimated coefficients are omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the firm level and are shown in parentheses. 
FIGURE 2. MONTHLY ELECTRICITY AND NATURAL GAS UNITS, AND MONTHLY COOLING AND HEATING DEGREE DAYS, 2005
Figure A shows the scaled (August sales=100) monthly electricity sales in the United States in 2005 (thousands of gigawatts per hour or GWh), and the monthly cooling degree days (CDD) (°F). Figure B shows the scaled (January sales=100) monthly natural gas sales in the United States (thousands of million cubic feet or MMcf) and the monthly heating degree days (HDD). Heating and cooling degree day values seek to capture the energy demand for heating and cooling services, respectively. A heating (cooling) degree day reflects the number of degrees that a daily average temperature is below (above) 65° F. Data on electricity and natural gas sales are from the Energy Information Administration (EIA), forms 826 and 857, respectively. CDD and HDD data are from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
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